Special Agent Lepper first interviewed the Contracts Employee. The Contracts Employee
stated that he or she is not familiar with the businesses owned by the Employee or the Employee’s
family. The Contracts Employee was not aware of BMV or BMVC awarding any contract to
businesses owned by the Employee or the Employee’s family. The Contracts Employee stated that
every BMV and BMVC contract that has any substance goes through the state contracting process,
which includes a scoring process and approval from the Indiana Department of Administration
(IDOA). The Contracts Employee said the Employee never asked him or her to make a decision
or take action outside of the rules.
The Contracts Employee also denied the allegation that he or she left BMV abruptly or left
because the Employee sought to enter into a contract with the Employee’s family’s business. The
Contracts Employee stated that he or she left BMV for personal reasons and provided thirty days’
notice before leaving BMV. The Contracts Employee did not know to what the complaint was
referring or why the individual reporting the complaint thought he or she left due to actions by the
Employee.
Special Agent Lepper also interviewed the Employee. The Employee stated that to the
Employee’s knowledge none of the Employee’s family’s businesses or its subsidiaries conducted
business with BMV or BMVC. The Employee also was unaware of any of the Employee’s family’s
businesses providing any services that BMV or BMVC might use. The Employee provided Special
Agent Lepper with a list of the companies that the Employee’s family owns in whole or in part.
Special Agent Lepper did an online search for companies that appeared to have a
connection with the Employee or the Employee’s family. He also contacted IDOA and obtained a
list of contracts that BMV and BMVC had entered into the last two years. He compared the list of
contracts from IDOA with the list of companies he found online that are associated with the
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Employee’s family, and he compared the list with the list of companies that the Employee said his
or her family owned. Special Agent Lepper found that the State did not award any of the BMV or
BMVC contracts awarded in the last two years to companies on either of the lists of companies
that the Employee’s family owns.
Self-dealing is a serious threat to the integrity of state government. Public corruption
reduces confidence in government, creates citizen apathy and inhibits robust economic
development. The OIG takes such allegations seriously and investigates them thoroughly.
Special Agent Lepper’s investigation found no evidence to support the allegations that the
Employee used his or her position with BMV to gain contracts for the Employee’s family’s
business. Special Agent Lepper found no connection between the businesses owned by the
Employee’s family and BMV or BMVC. As a result, the OIG is closing the case for insufficient
cause.
Dated: December 23, 2019
APPROVED BY:

____________________________________
Lori Torres, Inspector General
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